
Celebrating Dean Boyce’s Visionary
Leadership

After eight busy years at the helm of Columbia Engineering, Dean Mary C. Boyce
began her new role earlier this month as the Provost of Columbia University—
becoming the first woman to hold the University’s highest academic office. Join
us as we take a look back at the many contributions Dean Boyce made to our
school—from enhancing our world-class reputation, to launching an inspiring new
vision—and celebrate the transformative legacy she leaves behind.

Research News

Relying on movies and TV shows, a
team led by Computer Science
Professor Carl Vondrick is training
machines to better understand body
language so they can make more
accurate and nuanced predictions
about how humans interact—a crucial
step toward better human-robot
collaboration.

Finding the right facial expression is
another key for robots hoping to gain
the trust of humans. That’s where EVA
comes in. Researchers from the
Creative Machines Lab at Columbia
have been working for five years to
produce an autonomous robot with a
soft and expressive face capable of
generating an appropriate facial
response by “reading” the faces of
humans.

Our biomedical researchers have built
what they say is the world's smallest
single-chip system. As small as a dust
mite and visible only under a
microscope, the chip points to a
revolution in wireless, miniaturized
implantable medical devices that can
eventually be approved for human use.

Using data captured through in-vehicle
recording devices and machine
learning techniques, researchers at
Columbia Engineering and Columbia
University’s Mailman School of Public
Health have developed highly accurate
algorithms for detecting mild cognitive
impairment and dementia in older
drivers.

The Latest from Our Students and Alumni

Armen Avanessians (MS’83) recently
conferred a $10 million dollar gift to
Columbia to support the Avanessians
Doctoral Fellowships for Engineering
Thought Leaders and Innovators in
Data Science, aimed at propelling the
next generation of engineers in data
science. The gift will support six
doctoral fellows.

From exploding gummy bears to
disappearing water, a team of students
from Columbia Engineering’s Center
for Chemistry with Electric Fields
is creating some of TikTok’s best
content—part of an outreach program
designed to get the public fired up
about science.

Lions recently cheered on Columbia
Engineering’s own Shomik Ghose
(SEAS’23) and Jake Fisher (SEAS’22)—
plus Columbia College’s Tamarah
Wallace (CC’22)—as they competed in
the Capital One College Bowl for the
Champion title and a $1 million
scholarship. We caught up with the
team to hear about their experiences.

In the Media
AI Learns To Predict Human Behavior From Videos (Futurism | July. 17)
New Technique Turns 5G’s Power Problem Into a PAPR Tiger (IEEE
Spectrum | July. 16)
A Treacherous Black Box (Futurism | July. 15)
TV shows train AI to predict human behavior (FreeThink | July. 14)
The Science of Spotting a Liar (Discover Magazine | July. 13)
A Rainy Day Was Monday For Some Homeowners (Boston 25 News | July.
13)
“The Office” Teaches Human Behavior to AI. Is That Really a Good
Thing? (Design News | July. 12)
These Videos of New York Subway and Apartment Floods Will Fill You With
a Medium Amount of Existential Dread (Esquire | July. 9)
As Rising Seas Erode Buildings, It's Getting Riskier To Live On The
Coast (USA Today | July. 9)
Neurons Unexpectedly Encode Information in the Timing of Their
Firing (Quanta Magazine | July. 7)
The mmWave Opportunity: Q&A with MixComm CEO Mike
Noonen (Digitimes | July. 6)
Computer Vision Technique Predicts Human Behavior from Videos (Unite AI
| July. 1)
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